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The Adidas-Reebok mergcr [l] The ambirious S3.8 biUion merger of Adidas-Salomon (Adidas), Geimany's largest sporting goods maker, with US-based Reebok International (Reebok) was initiated in August 2005. This was to be the largest horizontal deal in the footwem-and sporting goods industry. Adidas expected to seal the transaction m the first sbc months of 2006. The potential benefits of the merger were:
• greater sales gi'owth;
• improvement of financial performance;
• stronger and wder distiibution networks:
• attainment of "critical mass" in the USA for Adidas;
• increased bargaining power with suppliers and retailers; and • acceleration of product innovation.
In terms of strategic focus Adidas' technology focus and Reebok's sales driven perfomiance were a good match. However, industi-ial obser\^ers commented that there were many product and market overlaps across the portfolios of the two companies. The initial integration plan of Adidas, the acquirer, was to keep the two companies separate in teims of management, distribution, advertising programs and product and brand portfolios: "the brands will be kept separate because each brand has a lot of value and it would be stupid to bnng them together. The companies would continue selling products under respective brand names and labels" (Adidas Group, 2005) . The post-merger integration phase was developed from this strategy. Whether it succeeds or not will, according to analysts, depend on diree factors:
JTMC
(1) How well it integi-ates and rationalises the combined poitfolio in a way that A 1 allows the two brands to complement rather than duplicate each other and, ' . thereafter, avoid sales cannibalisation. (2) How well it manages its large customer base without losing focus. The real danger lies in the potential dilution of both brands when the company repositions one brand over the other. _________________ (3) How well the two coiporate cultures are integrated and able to work in hannony with each other. Reebok tends to be marketing-driven; Adidas has a control-centi"ed culture that focuses on engineering and production. These differences are not easily overcome and certainly could affect the product poitfolio design and management post merger.
DaimlerChrysler: a lesson of $25.7 billion[2]
The creation of Daimlei-Chiysler through the largest merger in auto industiy on 7 May 1998 marked the consolidation of an industry'. In merging with ChiTsler, Daimler aimed to offer a wider range of products, to achieve cost savings and to enter new markets. However, the perfonnance of the company dipped considerably after the merga-. The market capitalisation of DaimlerChiysler has fallen from neariy $100 billion in 1998 to around $40 billion in 2007, when Chiyslei' was ptit up for sale. The company experienced substantial losses, especially from the American paitner who suffered from a declining US market share, falling stock price and inefficient production and product lines. In addition, the core business of DaimlerChiysler, the Mercedes brand, ran into senous troubles because of chronic quality issues, falling sales and financial losses (Edmondson et al, 2006) . It has been estimated that the merger has cost Daimler $25.7 billion (Kroger. 2007) . While the reasons for this failure include some soft issues such as corporate culture clashes and mismanagement, there were also several hard issues that contributed to the problem:
• Cost savings not achieved: the potential savings inherent in the equalisation of components and platforms and the rationalisation of production were not realised even for new product generations. In fact DaimlerChrysler appeared to run two independent product lines with few signs of integration whereas their competitors such as Toyota or Ford have already achieved this type of synergy by building different vehicles under similar platfonns (Edmondson et al, 2005) . Consequently, the considerable potential benefits that could have been achieved through synergies of purchasing and supply scale were not realised.
• Product portfolio complexity led to poor efficiency and productivity: streamlining manufactunng and paming the number of models should have been earned out to boost efficiency and productivity and to reduce complexitv but were not (Edmondson ^^f7/., 2005) .
• Poor Mercedes quality: caused by poor management and a clash of coiporate culttires. While Chiysler valued cost-control and had a brand image of assertiveness and risk-taking, Mercedes was in contrast focused on disciplined Gennan engineering coupled with uncompromising qualit\\ • No utilisation of distribution networks: distribution costs for any car ai'e estimated t>^ically at 25-30 per cent of the sales list price (Ecbnondson ct aL 2005). However, the very different brand images made it difficult to achieve this huge saving potential.
Key points from the exploratory case studies
The two cases highlight a prominent issue that for horizontal M&As resolving the problem of overlapping resources is aitical and that successful integration of potentially competing brands in the combined poitfolio of the newly-merged organisation is not only a starting point for this process but also the major objective for many M&As. Brand integration plays a cmcial role in value creation in horizontal M&As and it is diffictilt to achieve this in the absence of a comprehensive strategic plan for realising this integi-ation. In addition integration of brands in post-honzontal M&As is quite challenging in many aspects such as the settlement of overlaps among the merging brands. In summary, brand integration is a significant industrial issue in horizontal M&As. Solving this issue involves understanding "How brands should be integrated in horizontal M&As to create and deliver value, where the merging firms have similar brands". Resolving this question successfully involves creating a systematic^ robust and flexible strategy for integrating the merging brands and an appropriate process for implementing this.
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Literature review In exploring the critical research question mentioned above, three aucial bodies of literature have been reviewed -M&As, product and brand management and integration approach. Table I summanses the key contiibutions of the existing literature (which have been reviewed by this paper) to these three areas.
In the specific area of product and brand management the paper classifies the literature into four main views:
(1) The customer (market) view contends that firms need to produce and market their products or brands according to what customers want (market conditions) and allocate resources according to the positions of products or brands in order to compete with rivals, to deliver the desired satisfaction, and to create customer's and society's well-being. (2) The supply (manufecturing) view is concerned with the firm's capabilities for producing the products or brands effectively and efficiently. (3) The product development (innovation and technology) view focuses on processes and available resources such as technology or R&D for creating new products or brands to meet customer demands. (4) The value aeation view takes valtie as the key in the product and brand management. Under this view the product or brand management can be assessed from the firm's financial, strategic management {e.g. positioning), or the entire value chain perspectives.
The contents of the literature review in each product and brand management view mentioned above are given in Table II . For instance, under the customer view the key concepts developed by this approach as revealed in the literature are product and brand, B2B and B2C, segmenting, targeting and positioning, 4Ps policy, product life cycle, product poitfolio management and brand management and disti'ibution and distributors' own brands. In spite of a substantial amount of research in the domains of M&As, product and brand management and integration approaches, there is currently no research that has resulted in a model describing the strategies and process for the successful integi-ation of brands in post-horizontal M&As:
• In the M&A field: apart fi'om the nattire, ti*end, theones, motives, processes and value aeation measurement and financial-based performance of M&As the existing research in M&As mainly focuses on the integration of the human side of the merging organisations. There are several studies dealing with the M&A process but none of them deals with brand integration although this is often one of the key tasks confronting post-M&A organisations. The number of research studies is also very limited in the area of brand integration. In addition, they do not provide a comprehensive strategies and guideline for integrating brands in post-M&As.
• In tlie product and brand management field: although the existing literature contains within it four dominant views, each seemed to place too much emphasis on their own view with a little consideration of the other views. There is veiy little research that considers the entire value chain process in the context of product and brand management. As such there is a lack of research that merges different points of view towards product or brand management. They are also focused on a single business entity rather than the two or more different entities that are necessarily involved in N'l&As. In addition, they do not directly address the research question. Specific integration strategies, processes and best practices as well as the factors that affect them are overlooked.
• In the integration field: the existing researcli on integration approaches mainly focuses on the alignment of different management philosophies or functional units within a single firm rather than product or brand management in the context of M&As.
JTMC
The research question, therefore, remains unanswered. The gap in the existing A -1 literature reveals a significant research area that requires further study. This potential research area is the brand integration in post-horizontal M&As.
Development of a conceptual strategic framework for brand integration in horizontal M&As
The development of a strategic frainework for brand integration offers some important benefits:
• The identification of the preliminary integration strategies and processes for brand integration in horizontal M&As.
• Suggested direction for further exploration and examination.
• A foundation for constructing a new model of the l^rand management integi'ation process in post-horizontal M&As.
Stages of brand integration process
As the main research aini is to develop a strategic framework and process for dealing with the integration of brands in post-horizontal M&As. the generic stages of strategic management described in the literature -analysis, foiinulation and implementation {Steiner and Miner, 1977 : Andrews, 1980 Chaffee, 198,5; Johnson and Scholes, 1984, 2002} -are tised as the basis for the sti'ategy stages in the process framework of brand integration. Therefore, the three stages of the brand integi'ation process are:
(1) brand integration analysis; (2) brand integi'ation fonTiulation; and (3) brand integi'ation implementation.
Brand integration analysis.
In this stage the brand integi'ation process considers the impact and respective influences of the outside (external) environment and inside (internal) environment (e.g. the merging firms' resources and competences, and the expectations of their stakeholders). Fuchs et al (2000) discuss three approaches (positioning, resource-based and process-based) to strategic management. For the puqDOses of this paper the two critical strategic approaches are:
(1) The traditional western view of strategy that emphasizes the importance of the fit between the firm and its environment: Bowman (1974) ; Steiner and Miner (1977) ; Hofer and Schendel (1978) ; Mintzberg (1979 ): Porter (1980 . The task for top management is to match (or "fit") the firm's products to the environment in which the firm has to operate. (2) The resource-based view (including the process-based view) stresses the importance of utilising a firm's assets and resotirces to develop useful competences and to push these to the limit ("stretch") to create superior products and semces: Daft (1983), Prahalad (1994, 1995) , Barnev (1991), Das and Teng (2000) .
This paper takes the view that a firm needs both to fit into its envirormient and to stretch its resources in order to create competitive advantage and value.
/
Horizontal M&As normally bring the post-M&A organisation greater market opportunities through the acquisition of new brands and resources. Consideration of the strategic fit of these brands vidth the environment in which a firm operates as well as the best way to combine the firm's assets and resources to create useful competences that can, in turn, be "stretched" to create new products and sei-vices are all regarded as important activities for a post-M&A organisation. Therefore, the "brand integration analysis" stage will consider all of these factors.
An earlier section of this paper reviewed the four dominant views described in the existing literature on product and brand management, each with its own particular focus:
(1) customer (2) supply: (3) product (development); and (4) value creation (CSP\0.
Market sittiation and consequent opportunities, firm resources and competences as well as stakeholders expectations are all reflected within these views. The "brand integration analysis" stage involves consideration of both the fit of the firm's products and brands with the external environment in which it operates from all four of the CSPV perspectives as well as the ways in which the firm can "stretch" its competences to CTeate innovative and attractive new products and services. Because horizontal M&As frequently bring additional similai' brands into a firm's poi-tfolio, segmentation and positioning methods, basic marketing anah^sis tools, are often used to plot and identify'' whether the brands in the two companies' portfolios overlap or complement each other (Figure 1 ). For instance, companies X and Y (oval shapes) may have similar brands (white dots); some of these brands may cover similar market segments and others different market segments. These brands are typically first mapped in a segmentation matrix to see which segments they serve. The two exploratory cases differ in the fact that the two portfolios of Adidas-Reebok target similar seginents whereas Daimler and Chr^^sler's products sewt different segnients.
Brand integration formidation. The formulation stage is concerned with the foiiTiation of possible brand integi'ation sti'ategies and the selection of the most appropriate for particular post-M&A conditions.
The (Stacey, 1966) . The Adidas-Reebok merger demonsti'ates that the brands of Adidas and Reebok were overlapping to a significant extent in terms of the customer segments and geographic markets they sensed. The merger between Daimler and Chi-ysler reveals the opposite situation in that both customer segnients and most of the geogi'aphic markets of the brands of Daimler and Chi'ysler were cotnplementary (i.e. Daimler's brands were mainly in the premium car segments while Chrysler's brands were in the low and mid-tier segments). Based upon these two characteristics of the merging brands in horizontal M&As (overlap and complementariness in tei'ms of customer segments and geographic markets), foui' brand-market paradigms are generated and given in Figui'e 2:
(1) Brand and market overlap: merging brands cover similar customer segments and geographic markets (e.g. Adidas and Reebok had many similar brands which were sold in many similai' geogi'aphic markets). (2) Brand overlap but jnarket complejnent: merging brands cover similar customer segments but in different geographic markets (e.g. Adidas and Reebok's brands, though overlapping, were sold in some different geogi'aphic markets before the merger). The existing literature vSuggests ways of dealing with these overlaps and complements. First, the researchers indicate different motives for M&As. Of these, achieving growth (revenue) and synergy (cost savings) are the two major ones. Secondly, "asset divestiture" and "resource redeployment" are the two broad directions a firm can take in post-horizontal M&A integration (Capron, 1999; Capron et al, 2001 ): "acquisitions provide a means of reconfiguring the structure of resources wdthin firms and that asset divestittire is a logical consequence of this reconfiguration process" (Capron et al. 2001, p. 817 ). Becat;se "asset" and "resource" are general terms, they can include the merging brands in the context of horizontal M&As. In practice several sn-ategic actions were taken by the post-M&A organisations or recommended by the analysts in order to de^d with the overlap and complement of the merging brands in the exploratory Adidas-Reebok and DaimlerChiysler cases:
• The Adidas poitfolio was kept separate from the Reebok one after the merger. However, the reduction of overlapping products within the two portfolios was one of the key acdons that helped to achieve sjmergy between them. The simple fact was that the two companies did possess some overlapping products and these needed to be rationalised.
• In the case of DaimlerChrysler an industrial analyst commented that pmning a number of models of DaimlerChrysler, pai'ticularly those that were overlapping, was needed in order to boost efficiency and productivity as well as reduce complexity.
• The merger between Daimler and Chiysler also offered the prospect of major synergy benefits in terms of cost savings by an equaHsation of components, platfoi'ms and drive trains and a rationalisation of production.
• The DaimlerChi'vsler merger also showed the potential for combining the products of Daimler and Chrysler to create new products in the integration stage.
Based upon the existing literature and the above mentioned sti'ategic actions four brand integration strategies are proposed -"choice", "gl'0\^1:h maximisation", "harmonisation" and "foundation": (1) "Choice" strateg\^ refers to the divestment of a brand (the "asset divestiture" t>^e in the literattire and Action 1 and Action 2 in the exploratory case studies above). (2) "Growth maximisation" sti'ateg\' represents the combination and subsequent management of merging brands to maximise their gi'owth (the "resource redeplo>Tnent" process in the literature and Actions 1 in the exploratoiy case studies). (3) "Harmonisation" strategy is the process of aligning merging brands in order to capitalise on their scale to achieve cost savings and operating improvements (the "resource redeployment*' process in the literature and Action 3 in die exploratorv' case studies). (4) "Foundation" strateg\^ refers to the development or creation of new brands or new capabilities based upon the combinadon of merging brands or thenelements (the "resource redeployment" process in the literature and Action 4 in the exploratoiy case studies).
The selection of a particular one of the four strategies -"choice", "growth maximisation", "harmonisation" and "foundadon" -is to some extent determined by the four brand-market paradigms shown in Figure 2 . For instance, because the brands JTMC of Adidas and Reebok were significantly overlapping in terms of their customer A \ . segments and geogi'aphic markets, the reduction of overlapping products wnthin the ' two portfolios was one of the key acdons that helped to achieve synergy between the brands in the two company portfoHos. The brand integration foiinulation stage (the fonnation of possible brand integration strategies and the selection of them) are depicted in Figure 3 . 36
Brand integration impleinentation. At this stage the brand integration takes ---------------------------place as a result of the application of the four integration strategies -"choice", "growth maximisation", "harmonisation" and "foundation" -identified in the formulation stage and triggered by the foui' brand-market paradigms. The Adidas-Reebok explorator>' case revealed "repositioning" (one brand in place of another) as an implementation sub-strategy within the broader "growth maximisation" sti'ategic option. There are many different possible implementation sub-strategies within each main integi'ation strategies which will be examined and synthesised further. This stage also demands some consideration of possible changes in the allocation. stretch and leverage of resources and organisational governance systems which are required for the smooth and successful implementation of the four integi'ation sti'ategies. The implementation stage often also involves the feedback and adjustment of the actions taken by the post-M&A organisation during their implementation.
Strategic framework for brand integration: putting it all together
Based upon Figures 1-3 , a sti'ategic framework for brand integration (strategies and process) is showTi in Figure 4 . This process contains three major stages:
(1) brand integration analysis; (2) brand integi'ation fomiulation; and (3) brand integration implementation.
The analysis stage uses segmentation and positioning methods to identify whether the brands in the two company portfolios overlap or complement each other. This provides the merging firms with a view of the number of brands in each category of the combined poitfolio and their relationship to each other. The analysis also takes into consideration environmental factor external to the company and interna! asset and resource utilisation factors. The fonnuiation stage is mainly concerned with the fonnation. evaluation and selection between the ft)ur brand integration strategies: (1) "choice"; (2) "gi'owth maximisation"; (3) "hannonisation"; and (4) "foundation".
These strategies are ti'iggered by the four brand-market paradigms which are built from the overlap and complementariness between the customer segments and the geogi'aphic market coverage of the merging brands.
The final stage -implementation -is concerned vnth the implementation of the four main brand integration strategies -"choice", "growth maximisation", "harmonisation" and "foundation". This involves taking different specific implementation actions within the individual brand integration sti'ategies, allocating and utilising resources, possibly re-organising the corporate governance, control and feedback systems in orderto give feedback and make appropriate "coiTections" during the implementation of the three integration strategies.
It is important to note that there is a relationship between the four brand integration sti'ategies and the two main approaches to strateg>' formulation. The "choice" and "growth maximisation" strategies are concerned with the fit between the firm and its environment. The "foundation" (and also possibly "harmonisation") strategy are concerned with the stretch and leverage of the firm's combined resotirces to create new competences and capabilities (i. At the same time, UNCTAD also anticipates that the global financial crisis will begin to impact on FDI in 2008. However, from the given picture we can see that the overall trend of M&As is on the rise and they are becoming the dominant mode for foreign direct investment. The report from UNCTAD (2008) also shows that a high percentage (up to 20 per cent) of cross-border M&A deals in 2007 has involved companies from developing counti'ies such as China, India, Russia and South Africa. Table III demonstrates that among all overseas (outbound) M&A ti'ansactions made by companies in developing counnies Chinese companies were involved in more than 20 per cent during the period between 2004 and 2007. At the same time, a number of Chinese companies has been acquired by foreign firms during this same period.
As an emergent major force in the global market landscape China has found itself many new opportunities in the global economy. From the overall M&A trend it can be seen that cross-border M&As play a crucial role for Chinese companies as they have been becoming more active as major players in global M&A activities. More and more Chinese companies use M&As as a key component of their intemationalisation strategy' and continue to acquire strategic assets outside China particularly in developed counti'ies such as the United States of Amenca, the Europe and Latin America. For instance, Chinese companies like Lenovo and TCL suq^rised the world by acquiring major international businesses such as IBM's PC division in the USA and the video-technology' group Thomson in France. The recent cross-border acquisitions made by Chinese companies in the banking and steel sectors in Europe and the USA also demonsti'ate that overseas M&A activities by Chinese companies have continued even dunng the world financial crisis.
The main motives for Chinese companies making overseas M&As are described by Child and Rodrigues (2005) : M&As provide a fast route for Chinese companies to gain access to technology, to secure research and development skills and to acquire international brands. According to the China Daily "innovation, which often goes hand-in-hand with brand image, has become vital for Chinese companies" (Baijia, 2006) . This means that Chinese companies ver>' often acquire brands and their undei-pinning technolog\^ and innovation capabili^/. Brands are central to many organisations and several market-oriented reseiirchers have claimed that proprietai-y technology and R&D are important parts of many brands. Strong brancis that engender consumer taist and so allow price premiums are important for Chinese companies because many made-in-China products and services are associated with "low qualit>^" and "cheap" attributes when perceived by worldwide consumers in spite of the significant quality improvements achieved by Chinese companies in recent years.
In order to internationalise Chinese companies are vei'y keen to "buy into" the enormous infiuence that big brands exert at customer level around the world: 
I-r I-r CM" ■^'" t--" ThinkCentre brands were endorsed by the IBM name. A challenge for Lenovo --------------------------was that they only bought the right to use the IBM trademark for five years after the acquisition. Lenovo also intended to internationalise its business thi'ough IBM's global massive and powerful distribution network.
• TCL-Thomson Electronics (TTE) was created in 2003 by the merger of the TV and DVT) divisions of TCL Corporation, China's biggest consumer electronics maker, with the F'rench video-technolog\' group Thomson. The total asset value of the merged company was 450 million Euros, of which TCL accounted for 67 per cent. One of the main motives for the creation of the TCL gi'oup was to expand its presence in Europe and North America through the brand influence of Thomson, and thereby to build TCL into a global brand.
The above examples demonsti"ate that the acqtiisition of brands (including their technology, innovation and R&D components) acts as an important motive for many Chinese companies m making overseas M&As. However, these not only offer opportunities but also present many challenges and pitfalls: "Chinese companies still need to follow global changes closely" (Baijia, 2006) . For instance, in the first nine months after TTE was foimed TCL gi'oup suffered a loss of USS 202 million from its European business: "The company was established mainly with assets for the production and sale of ti"aditional cathode ray-tube TVs at a time when consumers demand was switching to flat-panel sets" (Kuo and Liu, 2006) . Up to the present time (2008) the TCL group is still struggling to build TCL into a global brand. Our very recent interview with a senior director at the Lenovo group revealed that the deal with IBM PC was announced suddenly in "a beautiful morning" which caused "quite a stir inside Lenovo at the time". When engaging in M&As like the TCL or Lenovo ones Chinese companies need to pay great attention to the integi'ation and subsequent management of all the brands that they so acquire but are often uncertain how to do this most effecri vely. There is an urgent need for proven guideline and a comprehensive strategic framework to enable them to plan and implement the brand integration process both effectively and efficiently. However, the lack of research on the brand integi'ation phase in horizontal M&As has resulted in there being little advice available for companies confi'ontmg this task. In response to this need our research paper offers international managers (including Chinese managers) the sought-after gtiidelines and sti'ategic framework for canning out the brand integration process in horizontal M&As. The framework comprises three stages:
(1) analysis; (2) formulation; and (3) implementation.
In the analysis stage managers are required to assess the merging brands from the perspectives of their markets, supply-side factors, their potential for product/brand development and theii* likely futui'e role in value creation in the company. To achieve this most effectively requires them to be looked at from both their original owmer's perspective and that of the acquiring company. The four main integr^ition sti'ategies represent the four available strategic directions (underlining different integration objectives) for the acquiring companies to consider and choose between in the foi-mularion stage.
Managers are recommended to consider utilising a flexible combination of these brand integration strategies (chosen from those described in this research) in order to meet their specific objectives and preferred practices. "
Conclusions and discussions
Having highlighted the ciucial role of brand integi'ation for value aeation delivery in horizontal M&As, this paper reviews three domains of literature:
(1) M&As; (2) product and brand management; and (3) integi'ation approaches.
This literature review reveals that there is currently no research that has resulted in a model describing the strategies and process for the successful integration of brands in post-horizontal M&As. Based upon the literature review and the findings of two exploratory case studies the paper develops a strategic fi-amework for brand integi-ation in horizontal M&As. This strategic framework takes a consoUdated view of the four approaches to product and brand'^management (CSP\0 and the two views towards strategic management ("fit" and "stretch").
... Based upon this strategic framework, some important future research priorities have also been identified:
• While four integration strategies are identified in this paper, fiirther empirical work is needed in this area to refine these strategies and to determme whether there are yet more strategies being used in practice.
• The Adidas-Reebok exploratoiy case revealed "repositioning" (one brand in place of another) as a sub-strategy. This sub-strategy can be seen as a specific way of integration within the broader "growth maximisation" integi'ation strategy. Further work is needed to establish what other sub-strategies exist and the circumstances in which they occur. • While the brand integration process has been conceptualised, fiirther empirical work is also needed to refine and improve this normative model for optimismg the value-creation process arising from post-M&A brand integration.
• Best practice procedures for each of the brand integration strategies need to be explored in order to optimise the effective and efficient implementation of the strategies and sub-strate.gie3 for brand integration.
The aim of this research was to develop a strategic framework and guidelines ^or d^^^ng with the integration of brands in the context of horizontal M&As. Because each M&A is extremely complex in terms of the number of factors that influence its outcome relevant and reliable quantitative studies (surveys, for example) are very difficult to realise. Therefore, this paper suggests that future research in this area should initially adopt
